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ABSTRACT

Question: How can mammalian community characteristics be used to estimate regional
precipitation?

Data: Global distribution data of large mammals and their ecomorphology; global climate
data.

Research methods: Non-linear regression-tree analysis and linear regression.
Conclusions: The methods unravelled the complex relationships between the environment and

the characteristics of mammalian communities. The regression trees described here provide
a reasonably accurate estimate of precipitation values for today’s world. The strongest
correlations are for annual precipitation versus diet (R2 = 0.665), precipitation versus tooth
crown height (R2 = 0.658), and precipitation versus diet and tooth crown height combined
(R2 = 0.742)
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INTRODUCTION

There is a growing need to provide numerical estimates of environmental variables for the
present and the past. This is especially true for climate and ecosystem models, which need
such estimates as input for boundary conditions. As climatic modelling has moved deeper
into the historical past and our data coverage of older time periods has improved, the need
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